
The Genetic State Of the Longhaired Dutch Shepherd
Dog and What Can Be Done About It

As anyone interested  in  reading an article  such as  this  is
probably  quite familiar  with the history  of  our  longhaired
variety, I will not delve too much into it at this time. Long
story short, we all know the longhaired Dutch Shepherd of
today  is  based  on  three  different  “building  blocks”  -  the
foundation dogs, Belgian Shepherd Tervueren and the Dutch
Shepherd shorthair. 

The foundation block consists of the original herding dogs of
the Brabant countryside – the same material both Belgian
and  Dutch  Shepherds  were  created  from.  The  Tervueren
block is actually just one male crossed into the population
through two combinations, but behind him we can find all
the different  varieties  of  the  Belgian Shepherd  and all  of
their foundation dogs. The third block - the shorthair - is a
multi-layered group of dogs from different decades, added
into the longhair population whenever the need was most
dire. Originally, all of these different “blocks” were of course
parts of a different, bigger block; the dogs of many shapes
and sizes raised and kept by the shepherds of the Brabant
area in Netherlands and Belgium, and even earlier, the very
early versions of dogs in the area we now know as Europe.

To someone who might never have heard of the longhaired
Dutch Shepherd, this sort of history might sound like one of
a  diverse  breed  -  it  truly  sounds  like  there  was  a  lot  of
material  to  draw  from.  However,  even  now  that  the
popularity of  the breed is  many times higher than it  was
several  decades  ago,  our  total  world-wide  population  is
currently around no more than 1000 dogs, and during the
last 10 years the average number of litters a year has been
24. 

In this article I will share my observations and analysis of the
current  genetic  diversity  in  this  breed,  based  as  much as
possible on facts rather than opinions. I hope this piece will
be able to  provide  some interesting  food for  thought  for
breed-fanciers,  and maybe even give some new ideas  for
the future. A list of references can be found at the end of
the article, pointing you to further reading.

Sanna Korhonen 
28th of June 2015
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1. The founders

If we choose to go backwards through pedigrees as far as
possible,  in  the  end  we'll  always  come  across  dogs  with
unknown parentage. Even if the parents were known in the
dog's lifetime, the knowledge would have been lost over the
years and the ancestry would be untraceable today. These
are the dogs we call  founders; the loose ends at the top of
the pedigrees.

Since  I  resorted  into  talking  about  building  blocks  in  the
introduction,  I  will  keep  talking  about  building  blocks
through this first chapter as well. Naturally, first we will have
to take a look at the “founder block”. 

We  know  well  how  the  longhaired  Dutch  Shepherd  was
practically  resurrected  by  one  man  in  the  1940's,  a  vet
named  Dr.  W.  v.d.  Akker.  He  obtained  several  longhaired
dogs  from  the  Brabant  countryside,  and  in  an  effort  to
quickly set the correct Dutch Shepherd type and character
he  chose  to  use  extreme  inbreeding.  Not  all  of  the
combinations  he  made  are  known  for  certain,  but  some
pretty  good  guesses  are  available  for  our  generation  and
this is the material my calculations are based on.

For  the “true”  longhairs,  Dr.  v.d.  Akker's  project,  we have
established six known founders:

Table 1: Original founders of the longhaired Dutch Shepherd

Males

FAUST Brindle A royal guard dog of Queen Emma, of unknown ancestry, born in the early 30's, sire of HERDER

Partner of HERDER Brindle UNK male, “with a bit of good will this dog could be called a land breed longhair” (Triebels 1979)

Partner of BLIDA UNK male, BLIDA was a daughter of HERDER and Unknown

WOLF Self-colored A draught dog of a baker's cart, born in the 30's

HEKTOR Born in 1947, of unknown ancestry

Females

ADRI V.H. EIGEN LAND Brindle A small dog of unknown ancestry, born in the 30's, dam of HERDER

Generally speaking these dogs listed above are what most of
longhairs  of  today originated from. Only Wolf  contributed
less,  and there are some shorthaired founders with more
influence than him. By far the most contributing founder is
the  mysterious  look-a-like  of  a  longhair,  the  partner  of
Herder with a high contribution of 23 copies of his genome
in today's population.

As  we  can  see  from  the  table,  for  some  of  the  early
combinations we only know the dam's name, leading us to
have to “create” another founder as the father. Names of
these  dogs  are  not  known,  but  in  some  cases  some
information has survived. It is arguable if a bitch named Rik
or Ricky (mated with Wolf) should be considered a founder
as  well,  but  since  there  is  a  good  reason  to  believe  she

would  have  been  another  daughter  of  Adri  and  Faust  or
maybe a daughter of Herder (Triebels 1979), I have chosen
not to do so. Nothing is known of the possible relationships
of the rest of  the founders,  so it  must be assumed there
were none.

Further on we will be talking about founder representation,
founder contribution and founder allele retention. Here is a
quick look at what these terms actually mean:

Representation is  simply  the  proportion  of  genes  in  the
current population derived from a founder. 
i.e.  Faust's  representation  is  0.10,  so  10%  of  all  genes
available today come from him.
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Contribution is the number of copies of a founder's genome
that are present in the living descendant population. 
i.e. Faust has passed on worth 11 copies of his genomes.

Retention is  the  probability  that  a  random gene from an
individual  exists  in  at  least  one  individual  in  the  living,
descendant population. 
i.e. Faust with a retention of 0.18, which is similar to 18% of
his actual genetic material existing today in his offspring.

One newer founder, whose long-term contribution remains
yet to be seen, falls pretty much in the same category with
the first dogs. A large shepherd-type male from Belgium was
used for  one litter  with a  registered female in 2006,  and
from this litter one female was entered into the studbook
and used for  further  breeding.  This  sire  had a  noticeably
different look from the purebreds of today, but he was an
excellent working dog and lived to be 14 years old. “SYMBA”
was a brindle, longhaired dog with unknown parents of the
shorthaired phenotype. He was born in 1997.

For the time being Symba's representation as a founder of
the breed is minute, less than 0.5%. Utilising his offspring in
a smart way can be one of the ways to slightly improve gene
diversity of the breed in the future.

Another solid part of longhair foundation goes to credit the
shorthaired  variety.  The  same  foundation  shorthairs  are
repeated  in  both  varieties,  but  for  our  variety  their
representation  has  always  been  dependant  on  the
representations  of  individuals  selected  for  inter-variety
crosses. The end results are naturally very different in each
of these two varieties.

The “shorthair  block”  adds  the  following founders  to  the
population, 27 males and 27 females:

Table 2: Shorthaired founders of the longhaired Dutch Shepherd

Males

9 DOLF, FRITS, MAC, POLLO, JACK, MARS, PRINS, RUNO, SPITS Born 1900-1904

4 SPITZ, URSUS, JAAP, FELIX Born 1905-1909

2 MAJOOR, NORA Born 1910-1914

4 AUTO, WRONG, HECTOR, TARZAN Born 1915-1919

2 CESAR, RUDIE Born 1920-1924

1 WALTER Born 1925-1929

1 ROLF Born 1930-1934

1 REX Born 1940-1944

1 TARZAN Born 1945-1949

2 BRESTON, WILSONO Born 1950-1954

Females

9 DOLLI, FIK, SPITS, TILLY, DUCHESSE, HILDA, MINA, SPITS, VITA Born 1900-1904

3 COR, HERTHA, TRUUS Born 1905-1909

2 DESSIE, COBA Born 1910-1914

4 EFFRIE, HERTHA, MENTA, HERTHA Born 1915-1919

2 EDELWEIS, LIES Born 1920-1924

2 FANNY, MOOR Born 1925-1929

2 ATLANTA, CLASCA Born 1940-1944

1 NELLIE Born 1945-1949

2 JUNO, ROZA Born 1950-1954
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The number of 54 founders sounds quite large, but in reality
many  of  these  dogs  must  have  been  relatives  to  some
degree. Unfortunately not all pedigree information survived
the wars and this forces us to assume all of these dogs were
unrelated.  There  is  at  least  one  known  case  of  a  surely
purebred Dutch Shepherd shorthair being registered again
under a new name with unknown parents. This practice was
not  uncommon,  and  when  the  difference  between  the
Belgian and Dutch Shepherds wasn't significant yet, certain
dogs were sometimes registered into the studbooks of both
breeds. They were, after all, just similar dogs of shepherds
living on either side of the border. It is more than likely that
at  least  some  of  these  dogs  were  actually  of  known
ancestry,  but this  is  something we have to ignore for our

analysis.

Of the early shorthaired dogs the largest contribution was
by a male named Wilsono, with 4 copies of his genome. Out
of his four contributing (or “effective”) offspring two were
KNPV  titled,  and  in  the  second  generation  there  were
already 23 contributing offspring. Wilsono was  the founder
with the highest allele retention as well, 38%. This is due to
the fact that most other founders only left one contributing
offspring, even if in further generations their offspring was
breeding more. Later on we will talk more about why what
happens in the first generation matters the most. 

A total of 45 founder dogs in this group have left less than
one copy of their genome, and 20 individuals have less than
1% retention. Based on these numbers, these dogs can be
considered more as just names in the pedigrees, rather than
individuals that made an actual difference in our variety.

The shorthaired founders presented on the previous page
come through the backgrounds of  11 shorthairs  [Table 3]
that have been integrated into longhair pedigrees. Today the
first  three of  these dogs can be found behind 99% of  all
longhairs, whereas the rest of these individuals have smaller
shares.  These  dogs  are  not actual  founders,  but  are
introduced here so we can study their further effects a bit
later  on.  Mean  kinship  was  calculated  for  this  group  of
animals, giving  us insight on how related they were to each
other.

Table 3: Shorthaired dogs utilised in longhair breeding

Males MK

ALBERT V.H. KOOTWIJKSE ZAND Born 1964 A great-grandson to an unknown Tervueren 0.23

IAMOS DU BOURG BERNARD Born 1993 Produced longhairs together with CECILE 0.27

VAN DE DWARS HOEVE BENNO Born 1997 0.27

TITAN DES CROCS DE L'OLYMPE Born 2002 Produced longhairs with BOUKHIS2 0.33

BOUKHIS1 DES CROCS DE L'OLYMPE Born 2006 Son of TITAN, produced longhairs with BOUKHIS2 0.33

Females MK

PETRA V. ZUIDLOORN Born 1964 A half-sister of ALBERT from sire's side 0.24

CELSKE V.D. 'S-GRAVENSCHANS Born 1982 0.30

CECILE V.H. EURSINGER ERF Born 1989 Produced longhairs together with IAMOS 0.30

TIFFY V.D. 'S-GRAVENSCHANS Born 1991 Close relative of CELSKE 0.29

STEMMA'S ONDINA-TINEKE Born 1993 A niece of TIFFY 0.26

BOUKHIS2 DES CROCS DE L'OLYMPE Born 2006 Produced longhairs with both TITAN and BOUKHIS1 0.33

Going deeper into the shorthair side, an essential  part  of
the  shorthaired  variety  are  the  few  German  Shepherd
crosses we can find behind all  pedigrees.  Naturally,  these
dogs are now a part  of the Dutch Shepherd heritage and
make for two additional founders for the breed [Table 4].
The  female  Hedwig's  contribution  at  the  moment  is  1.5
copies of her genome, Roland's contribution is 1.3.  These

numbers  are  both  less  than  of  any  of  the  longhaired
founders,  but  more  than  of  most  of  the  shorthaired
founders. 

Recording the crossbreeding with Belgian Tervueren is a bit
tricky. Of course the ancestry of the dog in question - Ge-
Tjakko v. Astrita-Hof - was known, but since the blood of the
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founders in his pedigree has only been passed forward by
him, we will cut a few corners and consider him a founder
himself: the proportions of his own founders' contributions
are effectively locked and will always be dependant on his
individual contribution. If it was to happen that there would
be a new crossbreeding project to Belgian Shepherds, going
back to the known founders of these individuals could be
worth it and give additional information.

In  addition  to  Ge-Tjakko  we  know  at  least  of  one  other
Belgian  Tervueren  closely  related  to  the  longhair.  This
unknown dog is a third  generation grandfather to one of the

shorthairs  crossed  into  longhairs  during  the  60's.
Unfortunately my data is not complete enough to show both
the  founders  of  Ge-Tjakko  and  create  a  hypothetical
pedigree for this unknown Tervueren, so we will stick to the
plan and consider both dogs as “real” founders. It's worth to
keep in mind though that there is a relation between the
Belgian and Dutch population even before Ge-Tjakko, and
progressively more when going further back in time to the
days when these two breeds shared everything. 

The  unknown  Tervueren  male  has  a  contribution  of  1.5
copies  of  his  genome,  and  Ge-Tjakko  about  0.5.  Of  the
actual  genetic  variety in these dogs Ge-Tjakko's  has been
utilised better; 20% of his,  and 8% of the unknown dog's
genes should still be present in the population. Ever since
the  crosses  were  made,  avoiding  Ge-Tjakko  in  longhair
pedigrees  has  been a  familiar  practice to  many breeders,
and  maybe  this  shows  us  how  rapidly  the  world  of  dog
breeding can change – even after thirty years after the latest
crossbreeding  everybody  remembers  Ge-Tjakko  and  his
foreign  blood,  but  not  many  even  know there  is  another
Tervueren in our longhair pedigrees from just another thirty
years earlier.

The  decision  of  making  a  dog  with  known  ancestry  a
founder instead was also done with German Shepherd Dog
Hedwig, who is the only one of the two German Shepherds
with a known pedigree.

Table 4: German founders of the longhaired Dutch Shepherd

Males

ROLAND VOM WUPPERSTRAND Of unknown ancestry

Females

HEDWIG VON HERZOGENBUSCH Of known ancestry

Table 5: Belgian founders of the longhaired Dutch Shepherd

Males

Unknown Tervueren Coupled with shorthaired AUKJE V.D. BRANTSBERG in 1958

GE-TJAKKO V. ASTRITA-HOF Born in 1981 in the Netherlands from a French sire

All  in all  we have information of 65 founder dogs for the
longhaired Dutch Shepherd Dog. We will  end this chapter
with  a  graphical  representation  of  the  proportional
contribution  of  these  established  “building  blocks”  within
the  current  breeding  population.  Remember  how  many
dogs each of these groups was formed from!
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2. Effective population size

Populations are groups of animals capable of  reproducing
together. When talking about dogs this usually means that
each  breed  is  considered  a  separate  population  that  is,
under normal circumstances, not allowed to mix with other
breeds. When we want to draw statistics of the health or
character of a dog population, the pool of animals used will
naturally be in correlation with the individuals with relevant
information  available.  Evaluating  the  breeding  base  of  a
population works exactly the same way;  no dog with zero
offspring has relevant info on the reproductive population,
so only dogs with offspring can be evaluated as a part of the
“actual” or “effective” population. If only one dog from any
given litter gets  to reproduce, the litter will  effectively be
considered as a litter of 1. In this article I am mainly going to
concentrate on the population statistics from this point of
view.

Effective  population  size  has  a  huge  impact  on  genetic
diversity of any breed. It  doesn't matter if  the population
census size grows to thousands and thousands of  dogs if
only  a  fraction  of  those  individuals  are  selected  for
breeding.  Any  dog  breed,  no  matter  how  large,  can
effectively only be as big as the number of breeding animals.
Naturally,  the  smaller  the  effective  population,  the  faster
kinships  and  inbreeding  coefficients  will  rise,  and  the
population will quickly face great risks brought in by genetic
drift.  Genetic  drift is  defined  as  random redistribution  of
gene variants; there is a higher possibility to lose important
variants forever when there are less of them to begin with.
Effective  population  size  helps  us  determine  how  a
particular  population  would  be  affected  by  drift  or
inbreeding (Braude and Harmon 2010).

A lot could be written about effective population size and

the different  ways  to use it,  too much to go into deeper
detail here. The main thing to understand is that for future
generations  only  the  reproductive  individuals  matter.  The
more reproductive individuals,  the more “room for error”
the  population  has.  Likewise,  in  the  most  effective
population the number of males and females is as equal as
possible.  Based  on  the  effective  population  size  (Ne)
formula, if you were breeding in a population of a hundred
animals,  with  4  males  and  96  females,  your  population
would still display an increase in inbreeding coefficient equal
to a population of only 15,4 animals (7,7 females and males
both). In an ideal population the ratio of males and females
would  be  1:1,  and  in  this  case  effective  population  size
would be the same as the number of reproductive animals
in total. 

Before we talk about  the current  numbers for  longhaired
Dutch  Shepherds,  I  want  to  briefly  touch  the  subject  of
“what should the effective population size be if we wanted
to avoid problems?”. It is in fact a controversial subject, and
the ideal number depends on a few factors, for example the
way Ne was calculated. There are a few different ways i.e. by
rise  in  inbreeding  per  generation  or  by  the  number  of
breeding animals that serve a few different purposes,  but
overall  it's  probably  safe  to  say  that  anything  under  500
would  not  be  a  sustainable  population  in  the  wild,  and
anything  under  100  would  not  be  sustainable  long-term
even  with  the  smartest  and  most  organized  modern
breeding. The use of something called the 50/500 rule has
been proposed to be used for conservation programs, Ne of
50  being  required  to  prevent  an  unacceptable  rate  of
inbreeding, while a long-term Ne of 500 would be required
to ensure overall genetic variability (Franklin 1980). 

I know what effective population size means! Just give me the numbers.

When calculating the effective population size for the population of longhaired Dutch Shepherds, we will first
look at the numbers of the past breeding populations. From this point of view we are looking at a breed that has
over generations on average behaved like a population of only 20 animals. Knowing the number of practically
unrelated founders was 65 in total, we realise an incredible amount of genetic diversity must have already been
lost forever. Looking at the immediate situation and this time using the numbers of today's breeding animals
(alive  and  have  produced  offspring)  world-wide,  we  luckily  get  somewhat  brighter  results:  

Effective population size is currently 107 and the ratio of male and female breeding animals is 52:55. 
Even  though  this  is  not  by  any  means  an  ideal  situation  considering  the  previously  discussed  sustainable
population  sizes,  the  direction  these  numbers  are  heading  into  is  a  positive  one.  Additionally,  it  is  worth
emphasising that the ratio of males and females is near perfect. On another note we have to keep in mind that
this  effective  population  size  will  only  be  recorded  in  history  if  offspring  from  each  breeding  animal  will
reproduce further – the ones that never have next generation offspring will not show in future statistics. Finally,
even if we managed to raise Ne to 500 in the next generations, we would still have to address the unfortunate
fact that this wouldn't bring more genetic diversity, only spread what we have left a little wider.  
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3. Coefficient of inbreeding

In  a  recent  article  by  the  Institute  of  Canine  Biology
inbreeding  coefficient  was  defined  so  beautifully  that  I'll
quote the blog  post  in question here:  “The coefficient  of
inbreeding is the probability of inheriting two copies of the
same allele from an ancestor that occurs on both sides of
the pedigree. The inbreeding coefficient is also the fraction
of all of the genes of an animal that are homozygous (two
copies of the same allele). So, for a mating that would result
in offspring with an inbreeding coefficient of 10%, there is a
one in 10 chance that any particular locus would have two
copies of the same allele, and 10% of all of the genes in an
animal will be homozygous.” (Carol Beauchat 2015)

Usually it is said that after 10% inbreeding has been reached
we  can  start  seeing  serious  negative  effects  on  the
population, and this is  one of the reasons why 6.25% has
generally  been  kept  as  an  advisable  limit.  However,  let's
imagine we have two breeds of dogs (A and B) with equal
amounts of inbreeding – let's say 20%, and we'll assume it
has  been rising  evenly  throughout  the breed history.  The
only difference would be that breed A was established in the
1970's and B during 1800's. If we looked closely into both
breeds,  we  could  most  likely  find  proof  that  the  older
population,  breed  B  suffers  from  less  problems  due  to
inbreeding  than  breed  A.  This  is  because  the  inbreeding
coefficient in breed B has risen a lot  slower over time, a
process less detrimental to the population's vitality than a
rapid increase.

The inbreeding coefficient (F) between two cousins is 6.25%,
between  half-siblings  12%  and  between  first-degree
relatives such as full siblings or parent-child 25%, assuming
the parents wouldn't already be inbred themselves. If self-
fertilization would be possible in dogs the offspring of  an
individual with itself would have an inbreeding coefficient of
50%,  which  can  equally  be  written  up  as  0.5  or  ½.  It  is
possible  to  reach  0.5  and  even  higher  through  several
generations of  inbreeding; some strains of  laboratory rats
and mice have even reached an F value of 1.0 resulting from
a long history of close inbreeding (Lancaster 2005). No two
species of animals or even breeds of dogs are affected by
inbreeding  exactly  in  the  same  way  -  the  level  of
degeneration will be dependant on selection practices and
has a unique route every time.

It  is  common  practice  with  dog  breeders  to  limit  the
generations used in inbreeding calculations. Usually it's out
of convenience (not enough pedigree info collected or only
being  able  to  do  calculations  by  hand),  but  sometimes
based  on  the  claim  that  the  generations  after  a  certain
number, usually 5 or 10, don't matter for the dog. The thing
to understand is that by limiting the number of generations
used for this specific calculation we are assuming that every
dog in the last considered generation was a founder and had
no relationship with any of the other dogs except its own
descendants. This is of course completely misleading, and it

is always better to have more than less information. 

Just  below I  have  provided  a  little  illustration  to  give  an
example  of  this.  I  selected  three  longhaired  Dutch
Shepherds born after 2010,  blue with “low inbreeding” (0
with 5 generations), red with “high inbreeding” (12% with 5
generations)  and  green that  falls  nicely  under  the  often-
recommended maximum of 6.25% with five generations.

After  upping  the  amount  of  pedigree  info,  at  ten
generations the situation has completely changed; the least
inbred-looking dog – blue - now looks like the most inbred
one.  Moving  past  15  generations  to  the  end  of  pedigree
data,  the  situation  has  changed  again:  the  nice  and
moderately inbred dog is  revealed to actually  be the one
with the highest total inbreeding, while the 12% red dog is
actually the least inbred one! Finally,  the blue dog with 0
inbreeding in 5 generations has the steepest upwards curve
in F accumulated through generations.

This  shows  us  that  limiting  generations  in  inbreeding
calculations  says  little  about  the  actual  genetic  diversity,
vitality or breeding value of each dog. Faster accumulation
of inbreeding can be one measure since it's more dangerous
that slow growth, but when we're talking about less than 20
generations of inbred dogs nature simply hasn't been able
to produce enough beneficial mutations to do much about
the  situation.  If  inbreeding  coefficients  are limited,  this
should always be announced next to the data so readers will
be able to determine how accurate it is.

The dangers of inbreeding are widely known: problems with
fertility,  reproductive  behaviours,  low  immune  resistance,
shorter lifespan... Inbreeding depression is what we call this
group  of  negative  effects  that  reduces  the  fitness  and
survivability of the population as a whole. Viable effective
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population  sizes  discussed  earlier  are  important  in
preventing populations from falling into something we call
an  extinction  vortex.  In  a  dog  breed  an  example  of
extinction vortex could look something like this: 

Small population size → high kinships → 
inbreeding  depression  →  selection  must  be  focused  on
preservation instead of bettering the breed → 
loss  of  popularity  due  to  low  vitality  and  problems  with
health or character → smaller population size → 
higher kinships → stronger inbreeding depression → 

In  the  wild  populations  are  often  more  vulnerable  and  a
random act of human interference could be enough to set a
whole species on this path. Without serious measures this
process can only be slowed, but never stopped.

Not much actual research has been done into the specific
volume of the effects of inbreeding depression in dogs, and
this has led many to believe such a thing barely even exists,

or if it does, “not in our breed”. Luckily this is not the case
with  other  species:  a  decline  in  performance  in  certain
economic characters  in domestic  animals  is  a  well  known
consequence  of  inbreeding.  For  every  10%  raise  in
inbreeding, chickens produce 9.26 fewer eggs per year, pigs
give birth to 0.26 fewer piglets per litter, and cattle produce
135 kg less milk per year. A similar depression has also been
observed in humans, where every 10% of inbreeding causes
us to be 2 cm shorter at the age 10, and have 2.2% lower IQ
scores (Lancaster 2005).

Short-term  inbreeding  can  certainly  be  beneficial  for
example in “fixing” certain characteristics or increasing the
share of a rare pedigree in a breed, but generally inbreeding
should  always  be  avoided,  especially  when  lacking
understanding. Inbreeding is even more dangerous when it
can't  be  avoided,  because  that  is  exactly  the  kind  of
situation  where  the  population  is  already  too  small  and
entering an extinction vortex.

I know what coefficient of inbreeding means! Just give me the numbers.

For the last twenty years the mean coefficient of inbreeding (F) of longhaired Dutch Shepherds has stayed within
the range of 0.35-0.39. These numbers are very high and reside about halfway in comparability between self-
fertilization and parent-child combinations.
What this means is that nearly 40% of an average longhaired Dutch Shepherd's genes will be homozygous. For a
puppy this level of inbreeding means there is just short of a 40% risk to express any deleterious mutation in its
DNA. This can be an inherited disease or any one of the tiny things reducing the dog's quality of life and length
of lifespan - most likely a little bit of both, or even a lot of everything, which can be expected with this level of
risk.
Right now the youngest individuals in the effective population are of generation 19. With a simple dividation we
can see that inbreeding has on average risen 1.9% in every generation. It is assumed that in short term natural
selection can counteract the harmful effects of inbreeding by only 0.5-1% per generation (Verspoor, Stradmeyer
and Nielsen 2007). Higher rate than this means that genetic variation is lost too rapidly. Adding to the problem
are the breeders who might shun certain pedigrees, namely Tervueren background or longhairs born out of
shorthairs. Because more individuals with this kind of new genetic material aren't used for breeding, median
coefficient of inbreeding stays very close to the level of highest inbreeding year after year [Illustration 4].
Generally F values tend to range between 0.20 (a dose of shorthair blood in the last 2 generations) and 0.44 (no
crosses or very few crosses utilised) in the breed. This equals to the best case scenario being 1 in 5 chance to
express  any deleterious  mutation.  A  dog  with  44% inbreeding has  gained  about  2.3% inbreeding  for  each
generation, even though the actual figure is much more uneven than that.
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Illustration 4: Inbreeding levels of longhair litters born 2000-2014



4. Mean kinship

Mean  kinship  is  yet  another  interesting  tool  to  use  in
evaluating  a  population.  Whereas  there  is  only  one
inbreeding coefficient for a single animal, kinship is always
calculated between two animals. These two values (F and
kinship)  are  strongly  related;  any  individual's  inbreeding
coefficient  is  always  equal  to  the  kinship  between  it's
parents.  Kinship is  also half  the relatedness between two
animals. So, the kinship between full siblings or parent-child
is 25%, between half-siblings 12.5%, two cousins 6.25% etc.
This way, by looking at the average mean kinship of a whole
population,  we  can  see  ahead  and  predict  the  possible
change in inbreeding. If mean kinships
are high, we can expect inbreeding to
rise faster than in a population where
everyone is less related.

Mean  kinship  is  calculated  simply  by
comparing an individual's kinship to all
the  individuals  in  the  population,
including  the  individual  itself.  The
average  mean  kinship  of  the
population  can  be  determined  after
comparing  every  individual  to  every
individual.  This  way  we  can  even
determine  the  genetic  importance  of
each  animal;  naturally  the  ones  less
related to all  other animals  are more
valuable to the population as a whole
than  the  ones  with  more  living
relatives.  Mean  kinships  aren't  static,
but change every time an animal gets new relatives – for
example produce offspring. The average mean kinship of a
whole population changes every time new animals are born
or  die,  so  having  a  software  calculating  the  numbers
dynamically is essential for using this tool.

An  interesting  aspect  of  the  population  can  be  seen  by
comparing  the  average  mean  kinship  and  the  average
inbreeding coefficient to each other. In an ideal population
under random mating F and MK would be equal, making any
difference  between  those  two  values  reflect  a  difference
between the relatedness of  mate pairs  (Calboli,  Sampson,
Fretwell and Balding 2008). If we are able to find that mean

kinship is staying higher than the inbreeding coefficient of
the population, we'll know more closely related animals are
selected for breeding than would be optimal – note that in
this case it doesn't come down to no options, it is purely a
matter  of  uneven  selection.  In  a  carefully  managed
population MK always falls  behind the average inbreeding
value,  due  to  breeders  consistently  selecting  for  lower
relationships  between  pairs.  Right  now  for  the  Dutch
Shepherd longhair this stays true with a 0.5% margin, but
during previous decades the situation has been something
else entirely, as can be seen on the chart below.

At the moment mean kinship is one of the best conservation
methods  available,  due  to  its  ability  to  “flag”  important
animals.  In  preservation  programs  of  wild  animals  it  has
been proven to be a significantly better way than trying to
minimize  inbreeding  coefficients  in  every  combination.
Mean  kinship  of  the  population  also  tells  us  something
about the gene diversity (heterozygosity) in the breed: GD =
1 - MK. If you see the other, you'll know the other. By using
mean kinship calculations we will be able to make effective
breeding recommendations and rank dogs based on their
importance. We'll  touch this  subject  a bit  more in a later
chapter.

5. Timeline

At this point it will be fun to combine all the information in
the  last  four  chapters  into  one  timeline  [Illustration  6].
Below we have a chart giving us a visual representation of
both  population  size and  gene  diversity,  complete  with
colors and photos to highlight any arrival of new blood. It
can be a little complex at  first  glance and even require a
magnifying glass, but take your time with it!  We begin at
1971, soon after the first shorthairs were crossed into the
population seriously lacking in genetic diversity.

With  a  quick  look  we  can  tell  the  number  of  breeding
animals was extremely low all the way until late 80's, and
after that we've seen increasing growth with a peak at 2011.
Remember that this chart doesn't track effective population
size (Ne), but the numbers of total breeding animals with
currently living descendants. Animals that had offspring in
the past but whose bloodlines didn't  continue to modern
day aren't part of this representation. If no date of death is
known  and  no  further  offspring  was  born,  animals  were
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Illustration 5: The unbalance between F and MK during decades of selection in 
the longhaired Dutch Shepherd Dog breeding population



removed from the breeding population at 9 years of age.

If you read the previous chapters thoroughly, you probably
expected this: The blue line – gene diversity – is not rising
side to side with population growth, and all ups and downs
considered  hasn't  risen  more  than  0.14  since  early  70's.
Even if several attempts to widen the gene pool have been
made, it is natural that gene diversity (GD) doesn't shoot up
to the skies right when a cross has been made. Because we
are evaluating progress in the population as a whole, one
outcross is just one outcross until the whole breed becomes
more diverse.

There are a few easily identifiable boosts in GD during the
years,  namely  the revitalizing  effect  of  the first  shorthair-
crosses  and  their  offspring  up  to  1975  followed  by  the
Tervueren crosses with their direct offspring in 1984-1987.
Notice how by the time the Tervueren crossbreeding was
done gene diversity had dropped close to 0.50 again; this
means previous progress was lost before new improvements
happened.  Next we are able to identify a slight rise in GD
between  1989-1992,  after  another  shorthair  cross  was
made introducing four new founders. In 1992 there was yet
another shorthair cross, but this dog was closely related to
the previous one and her offspring has been so sparingly
used that there is no visible change in GD value at this point.

Change  after  those  events  has  been  marginal,  but
fortunately  mostly  positive.  The  next  shorthair  blood  was
introduced  in  1999  (Pacha  &  Polka  out  of  shorthaired
parents), followed by a shorthair cross in 2001 and another
one in 2002. No rise in GD can be seen before 2005, when
several  dogs from these origins produced offspring at the
same time.  Finally,  during  2007-2010  and  again  in  2011-
2013 we can see visible growth in GD, progress that can be
credited  to  the  more  extensive  use  of  previous  crosses
coupled with a few discoveries of unexpected new blood.
Here the rise in GD matches with the rise in the number of
breeding animals momentarily, but after 2013 both values
have taken a downward turn again.

Viewing  this  data  the  assumption  could  be  made  that
without new founders it will be very hard to improve gene
diversity, and that a bigger population benefits less from a
single outcross than a small population. This can easily be
seen on the timeline in the manner gene diversity has been
much  less  easily  manipulated  after  proper  population
growth  started.  For  a  bigger  population  to  flourish  more
diversity is needed, we can deduct, but a bigger population
will also reward us by being much less susceptible to genetic
drift and by safekeeping the genetic heritage of our breed
more efficiently.

Illustration  6:  A  visual  representation  of  population  size  (red) and  gene  diversity  (blue) in  the  world-wide  breeding
population of longhaired Dutch Shepherds during 1971-2014

“Why did you leave out the inter-variety combination made 2014 in NL, and the two SH x LH crosses made in Finland 2011 and 2012?”
This is purely because all of these dogs were registered as shorthairs and have not in any way affected the longhaired variety yet. These
are combinations that have only taken the first step, and are still invisible to longhaired Dutch Shepherd population in practice.
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6. Summary of the situation

The number of founders (65) looks considerably better than
the situation actually is  in the breed. Reasons for this are
the uneven founder representations and especially the fact
that 89% of the founders only come through 11 individuals;
the  few  shorthairs  crossed  into  longhair  population.  The
potentially  huge  contribution  through  two  Tervueren
crosses – one male paired with a mother and a daughter -
was  greatly  diminished  as  well  due  to  the  fact  that
effectively only two of the offspring ended up contributing
to today's population. Several more were used in the start,
but none of them have any surviving offspring. 

As of 2014 the Founder genome equivalent of the breed is
1.42.  Founder  genome  equivalent (FGE)  stands  for  the
number  of  unrelated  individuals  (=founders)  that  would
represent  the  same  amount  of  gene  diversity  as  the
population of currently living individuals (Ballou, Lacy, Pollak
2010).  Even if  a strict, scientific breeding program for the
whole population was established, with the current material
we could raise FGE up to a maximum of 3.75, the rest of
what came from the 60+ founders is now lost. Considering
the breeding of longhaired Dutch Shepherds spans countries
and continents, happens in so many locations and with so
many  languages,  even  this  result  achieved  by  optimised
breeding is simply not obtainable. Our dogs' gene diversity
equals to less than one and a half founders.

Effective population size is on the rise, but is still far from
ideal and will continue to create problems that hinder the
development of this variety. Population mean kinship is 0.35
and average coefficient  of  inbreeding 0.005 above it,  but
most reproducing individuals have clearly higher values in
both MK and F; median inbreeding has been 39.5% for the
last ten years. This signifies favoring of certain bloodlines or
avoiding others in selection. At the moment most dogs and
most  future  combinations  are  considerably  closer  related
and  more  inbred  than  full  siblings.  This  cannot  be
compensated  by  natural  mutations,  since  inbreeding  has
been rising too fast for too long.

Of  course  several  attempts  to  rectify  the  situation  have
already  been  made,  like  consistently  selecting  for  lower
inbreeding  values  (even  if  with  a  limited  number  of
generations)  or  limiting the number of  litters  or  offspring
one  individual  can  have.  Repeat  combinations  have
generally  been  frowned  upon,  and  owners  of  good
individuals have been encouraged to breed. However, so far
none of these efforts have done much else than prevented
the most serious loss of gene diversity. Based on the 2012
breeding strategy of the Finnish Kennel Club, in a breed with
an average litter  size  of  6  (like  ours)  at  least  33% of  the
breed's  dogs should be available for breeding use. At the
moment the effective population size is small compared to
the actual  census size,  and right now we're talking about
only  around  15%  of  all  dogs  in  the  population  used  for
breeding. 

Mate  Suitability  Index (MSI)  is  a  composite  score  that
integrates  four  genetic  components  –  change  in  genetic
diversity, difference in mean kinship, inbreeding coefficient
and amount of unknown ancestry into a single index (Ballou,
Lacy, Pollak 2010). For each pair we get a value between 1-
7,  1  being  the  most  beneficial  combination  for  the
population,  and  7  (or  -)  being  the  most  detrimental
combination  that  should  never  be  made.  3  is  slightly
beneficial and 4 is slightly detrimental. The best thing about
this  index  is  that  it  changes  dynamically:  after  every
combination  it  adjusts  the  numbers  based  on  the  new
version of the population. When using the data of current
breeding animals in our breed, the average MSI falls to 4.6,
making most possible  combinations clearly  detrimental  to
the population.  This  is  again just  another way to say our
dogs are too related to each other.

Table 6: MSI between 10 random males and females

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10

F1 5 5! 5 4 5 4 4 5 5 5

F2 5 5 5 4 5 4 4 5! 5 4

F3 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 5! 5

F4 5 4 4! 4 4 3 2 4 4 4

F5 4 4 4 4 5 3 6 4 5 4!

F6 4 4 4 4 4! 3 4 4 4 4

F7 4! 4 4 4 4 2 3 4 4 4

F8 5 5 5 5! - 4 4 5 5 5

F9 5 5 5 5 6 4 4! 5 5 5

F10 5 5 5 5 5 4! 4 5 5 5

The table above is actually based on a random set of 2014
breeding animals, while N! signifies the real litters born from
these parents.  Do you think  breeders  might  have chosen
differently if  they had information like this  available? Can
you locate  individuals  who might  have  a  higher  or  lower
than average value to the population?

When it comes to the problems that have risen with these
grim numbers, it's hard to give concrete facts. As breeders
we have so many “tricks of the trade” along with modern
veterinary medicine at our disposal that we sometimes lose
touch with nature and can no longer see what's normal. To
the question if the longhaired Dutch Shepherd suffers from
inbreeding  depression,  my  answer  is  a  solid  yes.  Some
families suffer from severe fertility issues and stillbirths are
regular. There are males that don't know how to mate and
females that wouldn't let them do it anyway. In many of the
more inbred lines average birth weights of puppies are low
and litter sizes are declining. For example in Finland litter
sizes have gone down 0.7 puppies in the last ten years.

One of the clearest issues for me personally  is  the visible
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lack of vitality in our dogs. The average age of death is 8.3
years (statistic from 500+ dogs), and many dogs “look” old
already at 5-6 years of age. These dogs that should be at the
height of their middle age are slow, tired and have very little
of the stamina and liveliness a working shepherd dog of that
age should have. Autoimmune problems like hypothyroidism
are common, and the population is definitely no stranger to

allergies or early onset tumors and cancers. In addition to
inbreeding  depression,  a  high  level  of  homozygosity  will
make it  very hard to better the breed by smart selection;
when there  is  no  variety,  there  can  be  no  progress.  The
changes for worse might have happened at such a slow pace
that it is understandable we might have a hard time noticing
them. But they are here, hidden in plain sight.

Comparisons between countries

Even though we can't really talk about viable subpopulations
in the breed and every breeder should always have an eye
for  what's  happening abroad,  it  is  only natural  that often
country borders somewhat guide selection. It is much more
likely  for  a  new breeder to  buy a  bitch from their  home
country  and to use a  male readily  available than it  is  for
them to start with traveling abroad. However for those who
already have more experience or are ready to travel from
the beginning  it  is  good to know where  the  most  useful
material can be found.

Some countries have extremely small longhair populations
that  mainly  consist  of  imports,  but  I  have  created  a
“subpopulation”  for  every  country  with  more  than  10

breeding dogs after 1990 anyway. So please keep in mind at
times  the  very  large  differences  in  population  size  per
group. Based on this data France can boast with the highest
GD of 0.69, which is a total of 0.05 higher than the breed
average 0.64. The lowest GD can be found in Germany with
the value of 0.54, making all of Germany's breeding animals
extremely closely related.

Below you can compare each country's breeding population
to  each  other  by  mean  kinship and  overall  genetic
divergence (through fixation index). I have bolded the best
and worst match on each side of the matrix, and will give a
few examples how to interpret what you see just below.

Table 7: Genetic distances of longhair breeding populations in nine different countries

Belgium USA Switzerland Sweden Norway Netherlands Germany France Finland

Belgium 0.30 0.32 0.34 0.34 0.33 0.35 0.30 0.33

USA 0.03 0.32 0.35 0.34 0.33 0.35 0.29 0.33

Switzerland 0.04 0.03 0.37 0.36 0.36 0.37 0.31 0.36

Sweden 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.43 0.40 0.42 0.33 0.40

Norway 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.39 0.41 0.33 0.40

Netherlands 0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.00 -0.00 0.41 0.32 0.39

Germany 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.03 -0.00 0.33 0.41

France 0.00 0.01 -0.00 -0.01 -0.00 0.03 -0.01 0.32

Finland 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05

Let's look at the lowest value of mean kinship first: based on
the pink side of the matrix, the breeding animals between
France  and  US  are  the  least  related  at  the  moment.
However,  we  have  knowledge  of  several  breeding  dogs
taken  to  US  that  already  have  a  large  amount  of  French
blood  in  them,  so  how  is  the  mean  kinship  so  low?  To
understand this, we'll look to the genetic divergence value
between these two countries  and find that it  is  very low,
0.01.  We  can  interpret  this  to  mean that  importing  new
dogs from one of  these countries  to another won't  bring
new diversity to either of them, but because of the ample
amount  of  shorthair  blood  in  both  France  and  US,  if
breeding  was  kept  only  between  these  two  populations
then coefficient of inbreeding would rise significantly slower
than in the general population.

As another example we'll take the largest genetic divergence

between  two  countries:  again  US,  but  this  time  with
Germany with a value of 0.06. MK between these countries
is still equal to breed average, 0.35. What this means, is that
there are dogs with some slightly different genetic material
in these countries, but if we were to start breeding between
just these two populations, the situation would quickly even
out to the breed average, making Germany's gene diversity
a lot better, but USA's worse. This is because Germany has a
very homogenous, “traditional” population whereas US has
more of that previously mentioned shorthair blood.

Generally speaking all of the divergence values are low, and
speaking  of  diverse  subpopulations  would  be  misleading.
Also, with mean kinship values it is good to remember the
numbers are based on averages and they never mean that
any one animal  from a population paired  with  an animal
from another will have the same kinship as is the average.
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7. Solutions

“Animal breeding comprises two parts: (1) selection of animals and (2) mating of animals. Selection determines
which alleles will be inherited to future generations. Mating only determines how alleles will be combined. Hence,
selection is more important than mating.” (Olihoek 2009)

When talking about bettering a breed, it  must be kept in
mind that different people have different preferences. In a
group of breeders where every single one has a true passion
for Dutch Shepherds, there will be so many different types
of  people:  people  who  hope  to  breed  overall  nice  dogs,
people who ultimately want to improve the health of the
breed,  people  who  find  show  success  important,  people
who want to emphasise character or working qualities, and
people who are all about preserving a certain bloodline or a
specific coat color. There are as many preferences as there
are breeders, and this is a good thing as long as an overall
healthy, happy dog is our goal; having different people focus
on different  things  ensures  we are  not  trying  to  produce
clones, and some variety will always be available.

a) Increase the number of breeding animals

A short-term survival  of a population is generally possible
for  a  number  of  generations  equal  to  the  effective
population  size  (FAO/UNEP  1981).  Further  back  in  this
article we established that even if the effective population
size is  on the rise,  it  has  on average stood at  20 for  the
duration  of  the  breed's  history.  I  also  mentioned  our
youngest  breeding  animals  represent  generation  19,  thus
signaling the arrival  to the end of  this  breed's short-term
survival. Raising Ne and not letting it drop is one of the most
important tasks we have right now.

What we can do to increase the effective population size is
to find new breeding animals; using the same ones several
times does not help. Every new reproductive individual will
increase Ne and bring  more variety.  Repeat  combinations
should absolutely be avoided, even mating the same bitch
with 2 brothers is better than repeating with the same male.
Owners  of  healthy  dogs  with  good  character  should  be
encouraged to breed, for female owners possibly with the
help of an already established breeder, and for male owners
by asking them to hold back with castration for at least a
few years. Breeders should encourage their puppy owners
to always perform basic health tests on their dogs, because
this  will  greatly  increase  the  chance  that  someone,
somewhere will get interested even in the absence of other
merits.

Because  we should  aim to be  able  to  use a  third  of  the
whole  population  for  breeding,  every  litter  matters.  It  is
better to use several dogs from a litter for breeding than to
repeatedly breed the same dog, but it can be even better to
use at least one individual from every single litter ever born.
It  takes  an  effort  from  the  breeder  to  evaluate  if  their
combination is genetically useful for the population, and to

give  the  puppies  out  to  homes  who  feel  positive  about
possible future breeding use. With the current population
size  we  should  ideally  be  using  double  the  number  of
individual breeding animals than what we are using now.

b) Raise the mean age of breeding animals

For a breeder, getting genes from generations further back
can be a sensible thing to do. In some cases a dog from an
interesting  family  was  used  for  breeding,  but  for  some
reason  their  line  didn't  continue  or  was  combined  with
something unbeneficial like a very common pedigree. If you
see a litter with interesting parentage, find out where their
father or grandfather is. If he is older than 8-9 years old and
still  in  good  health,  he  could  be  considered  a  potentially
valuable breeding animal. Sometimes you can even find a
dog like this who has never been bred yet, maybe a brother
of an interesting sire, and utilising him in breeding will be
greatly beneficial. The longer any animal lives a healthy life,
the more valuable it is as a breeding prospect.

To go even further back in time, there is the possibility to
store  semen from any  male  to  be  used  at  a  later  point.
Sometimes much later. This technique is significantly more
expensive  than  some  of  the  others,  but  being  able  to
“return to the past” and bring back older genetic material
can be almost as renewing as completely new blood. The
brilliant side to this  choice is that by the time the frozen
semen  is  used,  the  breeder  will  be  able  to  have  full
knowledge  of  this  dog's  full  lifespan  and  all  the  health
problems it possibly suffered from. 

Equally, we should try to avoid using very young males and
females  for  breeding.  Many  genetic  disorders  manifest
themselves  only  after  the  dog  has  reached  maturity,
sometimes even middle age. It is truly a harrowing situation
if a male or a female used young, maybe even several times
will later fall ill with a heritable disease. Because the number
of dogs is so low we often can't afford to leave the offspring
of such dogs out of breeding, and this way the spread of
“bad genes” is ensured again. As a breeder myself I know
sometimes it can feel there just aren't any good older males
out there, but in a situation like this we can always at least
consider waiting a little bit. From a diversity point of view
there is usually no grounds for having more than 2-3 litters
for  a  single  bitch  anyway,  so  juggling  some  years  can
sometimes save us from future regret. 

c) Select for lower F and MK values

Lower F (inbreeding)  and MK (mean kinship) are basically
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what we are aiming for on a general, population-wide level,
but even on a small scale it is possible to make intelligent
selection by utilising these tools. Viewing the pedigrees of
breeding animals and finding no common ancestors in the
last  five generations is a decent start,  but with long-term
preservation  of  the  breed  in  mind  we  should  aim  to
calculate  coefficients  of  inbreeding  with  at  least  10
generations, preferably more. If you are only able to get the
information  from 5 generations,  anything  under  6.25% is
totally acceptable, significantly more than this could have a
negative impact on the vitality of these individuals (but not
necessarily  the breed if  a  combination like this  was done
with  a  specific  goal  in  mind,  see  part  e))  due  to  the
inbreeding accumulating faster.

Mean kinship is another, even better way to select breeding
animals.  The  best  conservation  strategy  for  captive
populations at the moment is to maximize genetic diversity
by  minimizing  average  mean  kinship  (Olihoek  2009).  An
animal with a low MK is more important for the population
than an animal with a high MK. In the future it  might be
possible  to  have  a  system where  mean kinships  (or  even
MSI,  Mate Suitability  Index)  of  Dutch Shepherds  could be
compared and breeding animals  selected more efficiently.
Generally speaking a couple with a kinship smaller than the
average  mean  kinship  of  the  population  is  a  beneficial
choice. At the moment this means a couple with lower than
0.35 kinship, or lower than 35% inbreeding in their potential
offspring. Note that these values do not apply if the number
of generations are limited for the calculations, and there can
even be some differences between calculations made from
different datasets with different software. Using the same
source for data consistently is the key.

d) Balance founder contributions

In order to bring the mean kinship of a population down,
more is required than just always pairing the least related
animals together. We have to consider the contribution of
each founder to get the most out of their genetic heritage.
From  a  genetic  diversity  point  of  view,  and  in  a  small
population  where  new  founders  are  rare,  as  much  as
possible  should  be  preserved  and  each  founder  should
contribute  the  same  exact  amount.  Remember  the  pie
charts in the first chapter? Getting the slices absolutely even
would  be  an  ideal  situation.  Unfortunately  for  most
founders this is not possible anymore, because these dogs
lived so many generations ago we can no longer effectively
select for one founder without selecting for another one the
side one as well. 

We  do  have  one  founder  that  is  quite  new  though,  and
ensuring that his contribution is enough could be a project
for  those  willing.  A  new  founder,  like  Symba  who  was
already mentioned in the first  chapter,  will  always have a
mean kinship of 1/N, where N is the number of animals in
the current  population.  In  order to  minimize the average
mean kinship of the breed, Symba's low mean kinship needs

to be translated into a high contribution. There is a formula
based on the potential gene diversity of the population to
determine the optimal contribution for a founder (Olihoek
2009).  In  Symba's  case  it's  8,  which  means  in  an  ideal
situation  we  would  have  8  copies  of  his  genome  in  the
breed. 

What makes achieving this level of contribution difficult is
the  fact  that  Symba  only  has  one  daughter  in  the  FCI
studbook, which means effectively only half of his genome
was  carried  forward  in  the  first  generation.  Symba's
daughter  Furia  produced  24  puppies,  each  carrying  on
average a quarter of Symba's genome. This translates up to
6 genomes in  Furia's  offspring.  It  doesn't  sound too bad,
until you realise all that will be gone unless Furia's offspring
will  breed  as  well.  Each  of  these  dogs  will  pass  forward
genetic material equal to 0,125 of Symba's genome, making
the required amount of offspring 64 just to keep up with the
contribution of 8. It also makes things difficult that Symba's
partner was a female with a very high mean kinship to the
population, which in turn reduces the number of suitable
pairs in the next generation.

There is also the question of how expansive the contribution
– low or high allele retention - from each founder is, since
for  example  in  this  case  we're  copying  only  a  quarter  of
Symba's genome to add up to a total 8. This is unfortunately
the case with many of the breed's founders. We'll talk more
about  the  contributions,  allele  retention  and  how  to
optimize them in part f).

e) Maintain bloodlines

In large breeds people often tend to talk about bloodlines.
There  are  working-lines,  show-lines,  American,  English,
Australian bloodlines etc. Usually the word “line” refers to a
group of dogs that are on average more related within the
group than with the rest of the population. Another name
for this is subpopulation. In some other cases we name the
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descendants of  a single or several  individuals a “line”,  for
example the “F-line” (Tervueren background) in longhaired
Dutch  Shepherds.  These  dogs  might  all  be  direct
descendants  of  a  Belgian  Tervueren,  but  they  aren't
necessarily any more closely related to each other than to
the rest of the population. Usually a divide of a breed to
working  and  show  lines  –  subpopulations  with  different
purposes - is considered a negative thing due to neither side
wanting  to  mix  to  the  other,  but  using  the  creation  of
bloodlines in a smart way can actually be very beneficial to
the breed.

One useful tactic to reduce kinships in the population as a
whole is to try and find genetically distinct groups of dogs -
or  randomly  formed  bloodlines,  and  instead  of  trying  to
spread  their  genetic  material  evenly  to  the  whole
population, a few breeders could try to make their selection
inside  one  of  these  groups  (within  the  limits  of  ethical
breeding).  After  a  few  generations  of  diverging  from  the
main  population  a  bloodline  like  this  would  have  a
somewhat different genetic makeup that could be used with
other bloodlines to reduce inbreeding and to give a boost to
qualities like fertility  through heterosis.  After continuing a
few  more  generations,  more  material  could  be  acquired
from  a  branch  like  this.  We  could  call  this  rotational
breeding  –  the  breed  would  be  divided  into  several
subpopulations  mainly  breeding  within  each  group,  but
every now and then new material could be transferred to
the neighboring subpopulations. Never too much at a time
though, or these separate groups of animals would soon all
be equally related and would cease to be a “bloodline”.

Below we have a casually constructed dendrogram depicting
the  existence  of  bloodlines  in  the  longhaired  Dutch
Shepherd population [Illustration 7].  This graph divides the
breed into 10 clusters based on levels of mean kinship. Note
that this time I have used the information of all litters with
currently living dogs instead of just breeding animals. Next
to the simpler tree diagram I included another look at the
same thing, this time in a circle, revealing all the relations
and their degrees based on the length of branches. 

The first thing we can see from the graph is something we
already knew; the majority (86%) of dogs belong to a cluster
of  extremely  closely  related  individuals.  Previously  we've
often talked about the uneven distribution of mean kinship
in the population, and the big cluster of “one bloodline” in
our breed is the exact reason for this. In addition to that we
get a few other clusters with very low population, actually
just 1-7 litters each. No names are mentioned at this time,
but it might be possible to use a more detailed version of
this  graph  on  a  later  date  to  make  real-life  use  of  the
information. If we look at the chart from the “start”, on the
left where the population divides into two branches, we can
see the top branch with clusters 1-5 is formed by about 5%
of the population, and the bottom with 6-10 includes the
rest 95%. The longer you have to trace your way from one
branch  to  another,  the  bigger  the  genetical  difference
between  those  two  groups  of  animals  is.  Naturally  the
structure is under constant change, because whenever we
pair  animals  from  different  branches  we  are  effectively
fusing those two branches closer together. 

It should be remembered that it's best not to use a dog with
high mean kinship (high population branch) with a very low
mean kinship dog (low population branches), like we might
do if we were trying to even out the number of animals in
each branch. This is not a good idea because it means we'd
effectively be pairing an over-represented pedigree with an
under-represented pedigree, a combination leading us to a
situation where we'll  have to use even more of the over-
represented material to move the valuable stuff into further
generations.  A  better  way  would  be  to  produce  more
puppies within the small  clusters,  and less puppies within

the  giant  cluster.  Right  now most  of  the  dogs  in  the  big
cluster carry the same genetic material,  so more of them
could be left  out and their numbers could be covered by
other branches. This is all hypothetical of course, and would
not work in  a real-life  situation.  We simply  can't  tell  one
breeder  not  to  breed  their  dogs  while  urging  others  to
breed double.

In the next table we are comparing these subpopulations by
mean  kinship and  overall  genetic  divergence (through
fixation index, homozygosity). The difference to the earlier,
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similar table comparing populations in different countries is
that  here we can see  generally  lower mean kinships  and
higher  genetic  divergence.  This  is  because  we  have  now
been able to  identify  groups of  animals  within the breed

that are least related to each other. For example the orange
branches (9, 10) are very close to each other genetically -
they  share  the  closest  parent  branch  and  their  genetic
divergence is 0.01.

Table 8: Genetic distances of clusters introduced in Illustration 7

1) 2) 3) 4) 5) 6) 7) 8) 9) 10)

1) 0.37 0.26 0.25 0.33 0.18 0.23 0.19 0.17 0.12

2) 0.17 0.20 0.20 0.18 0.25 0.27 0.21 0.20 0.16

3) 0.29 0.29 0.28 0.34 0.17 0.24 0.23 0.21 0.18

4) 0.30 0.29 0.28 0.36 0.16 0.24 0.27 0.22 0.18

5) 0.11 0.19 0.10 0.09 0.12 0.20 0.20 0.17 0.10

6) 0.31 0.25 0.32 0.33 0.22 0.21 0.20 0.21 0.23

7) 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.18 0.10 0.28 0.27 0.25

8) 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.28 0.26

9) 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.17 0.07 0.11 0.06 0.29

10) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01

What could be done with this information is to pair dogs
from neighboring branches, like 9 & 10. These two branches
have a MK of 0.29 between them, which is a lot lower than
the breed average and would lower inbreeding coefficients
of any pairing from around 40% to around 30%, a difference
that would definitely show in the overall vitality of the stock.

Of course the MK of branch 10 with branch 5 would be even
lower, only 0.10, and this is because these are kinship-wise
the most distant clusters. But if we fully mixed these lines
together right now, we wouln't be able to come back later
for more. Every dog in branch 10 would already be closely
related to every dog in branch 5, and as a consequence the
branches  would  have  in  fact  fused  together.  We  could
imagine  that  branches  1-5  would  be  better  kept  largely
separate from branches 6-10, this  way there would be at
least  two distinct  subpopulations  that  could  keep  gaining
from the occasional cross to each other for a good number
of  generations.  And  all  this
without inter-variety breeding or
cross-breeding projects!

f) Inter-variety breeding

In the first chapter of this article I
presented  a  list  of  all  the
shorthairs  behind our longhairs,
with MK values calculated for the
group  placed  next  to  them.
Maybe  at  that  time  you  didn't
exactly know what the numbers meant yet,  but if  you go
back  now  you'll  see  all  of  these  dogs  were  roughly  full
siblings  with  each  other  –  even  if  the  oldest  and  the
youngest have more than 40 years between them! Here is
the  concrete  reason  to  why  gene  diversity  (GD)  doesn't
seem to be rising as much as we could expect from all these

variety crosses; it is like adding a sibling after another to a
population. 

If we compare the inbreeding coefficients (F) of past inter-
variety  combinations,  we  can  see  how  every  time  new
combination like this gives us less; the first crosses in 1966
and 1967 had F values of 0.00, the next ones in 1988 and
1992 F values of  0.04,  and the ones  in 2001 and 2002 F
values between 0.06-0.10. Something to note is that higher
is  not  necessarily  worse  when  still  talking  about  <10%
inbreeding, i.e. the combination with 0.10 F is one example
of maintaining a bloodline like presented in part e), in this
case  one  breeder  consistently  selected  for  shorthair
background and this  way their  variety  cross had a  higher
than expected initial F value, but in the second generation
they were able to bring a longer-term prevention of rising
inbreeding coefficients due to more shorthair blood in one
side of the pedigrees.

Even if gene diversity doesn't really seem to get affected by
inter-variety breeding anymore, it does still give a temporary
boost  to  vitality  for  a  few  generations,  and  will  usually
increase  potential  gene  diversity.  Potential  gene  diversity
points to the amount of new material carried by some of the
dogs, but unless it is made use of it will never describe the
actual population. Right now the potential gene diversity of
the longhaired Dutch Shepherd is 0.86 (vs. 0.64 effective),
but achieving this goal would require that most of the so-
called traditional or pure dogs would have to be removed
from breeding, and we could only select for the dogs with
the most foreign blood. Again this is understandably not a
valid plan in a dog breed maintained by dozens of people.

There  are  definitely  good  sides  to  inter-variety
combinations,  but the fact is  they become a little bit less
useful  every  time  they  are  made  due to  the  shorthaired
variety being inbred as well. This means we should make the
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most out of all future crosses. But how do we do that?

For starters we need to find the perfect dogs for the perfect
cross. If we forget all the little details and only concentrate
on the genetic side, we should try to find a longhair with as
small  kinship  to  the  whole  longhaired  population  as
possible, and a shorthaired dog with a small  MK to BOTH
the shorthaired population AND the shorthairs behind the
longhair pedigrees.  This is  how we maximise the value of
this  combination  for  not  only  the  current  longhair
population, but for the future one as well – by making sure
it's possible to find good individuals with the same criteria
years, even decades from now. If any new founders can be
obtained,  it  will  make  the  combination  that  much  more
valuable. I won't touch the topic of other criteria one would
need to have for  these individuals,  but it  is  clear  we are
looking  for  animals  that  don't  already  have  severe  issues
with  vitality  or  reproduction.  In  order  to  have  this
information avaulable, very young dogs should naturally not
be used.

What happens after  this  first  generation is  the most vital
part of the project. You see, this is the only time we know
exactly how big of  a percentage of  shorthair  genes these
puppies  have:  50%.  Earlier  we  talked  about  founder
contributions, and for this part we can say the shorthaired
parent  has  a  contribution  of  0.50  of  equal  to  his/her
genome in each of his offspring. Every puppy has that 50%,
but none of the puppies have exactly the same 50%.

If we then choose the best dog of the litter and decide to
use him for the next generation, his offspring will have on
average  25%  of  their  grandparent's  genome.  On  an
individual level the truth can be anything between 0-50%,
based on how the genes were distributed in the pairing. It is
actually theoretically possible to lose all the new material as
soon as in the second generation! Anyway, the contribution
of the shorthair used in this cross is now 0.25 for every new
grandchild.  If  we wanted  his  contribution  to  be  8  like  in
Symba's  case  in  part  d),
this  single  first
generation  dog  would
have to sire  32 puppies.
Additionally,  because  we
only  used  one  direct
offspring,  all  8  of  those
genome  equivalents
would  be  just  copies  of
the  original  half,  and
allele  retention  of  the
original  shorthair  could
never  climb  past  50%.
The other half would be
lost.

On the right we have the
same  thing  explained
visually;  when  we  only
use  one  of  the  first

generation  offspring  for  breeding  (with  a  random  dog
represented  as  a  grey circle),  we lose  all  but  one of  the
differently constructed halves from both parents. The best
this one offspring can do is to give parts of this same half to
the  second  generation.  Breeding  like  this  we  have
successfully added only half of one dog's genetic variety into
our  population.  Naturally  if  we  again  only  chose  one
offspring  to continue to the third generation, the original
shorthair would now have a maximum of 0.25 retention, no
matter  how  many  puppies  we  produced  with  this  third
generation offspring.

Table 9: Number of offspring needed for maximum 
retention of parent alleles

N Offspring Allele retention

1 50.0%

2 75.0%

3 87.5%

4 93.8%

5 96.9%

6 98.4%

7 99.2%

8 99.6%

9 99.8%

10 99.9%

When we want to make the most of the new material we
have to take more than one dog forward. Based on the table
above,  in  our  tiny  population the  suitable number would
probably be 3-4; this is when about 90% of allele retention
would  have  been  achieved.  By  choosing  all  four  puppies
from the example below to become parents,  the puppies
would still on average have 25% of shorthair blood, but now
that 25% could include almost any part of the shorthaired
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grandparent's  genetic  makeup,  making  this  cross  much
more  valuable  and  have  longer-lasting  effects  on  the
population. 

The downside of using many dogs from a single litter like
this is that in a narrow population we should never put too
much faith in one combination. If we used let's say 10 of the
offspring in the first generation, we would secure 99.9% of
the shorthair parent's genes, but we would at the same time
have spread this new material so wide (10 litters is almost
half  of  longhair  births  in  a  year)  that  we would  soon be
inbreeding again – or worse, inbreeding AND trying to fight
some  genetic  disease  discovered  in  the  original  parents
after  breeding.   The  right  balance  must  certainly  be
considered carefully.

Better  than  trying  to  manage  one  inter-variety  cross
perfectly  would  be  to  have  several  of  these  projects
progressing side to side, or possibly overlapping slightly. Just
like  with  selecting  breeding  animals  in  the  “pure”
population, making more inter-variety combinations would
be better than using more dogs from a single inter-variety
combination; with every new combination we get a new set
of  genetic  diversity  to  work and improve the breed with.
This  is  probably  what  saved  the  longhair  in  late  60's;
breeders  were  able  to  use  some  dogs  from  inter-variety
litters with each other, securing the share of shorthair blood
a bit higher and keeping the rise of inbreeding coefficients
at  bay  a  bit  longer.  Linebreeding  to  a  solid  shorthair
background could be a smart thing to do - this would carry
the new genetic material further and would make the dogs
from this  “line”  suitable partners for  a  bigger part  of  the
population. It is definitely a fact that preventing problems is
better than trying to patch up a broken population, and this
means  crossing  with  shorthairs  should  be  done  pre-
emptively and regularly. 

In Illustration 9 we have a similar example, this time of an
inter-variety  combination  with  one  extra  shorthaired
grandparent. We could imagine the longhair here as one of
the second generation puppies from the previous example.
It  would  still  not  be  ideal  if  only  one  dog  from  the  first
generation litter was used, but if we utilised more than that,
we  would  be  able  to  produce  several  genetically  very
different litters with enough gene diversity to be much more
resistant  to  future  inbreeding.  As  mentioned  earlier,  one
kennel  -  v.d.  Tiendschuur -  has utilised this  exact  method
successfully; their initial  short x long cross was born 2001
but  the  offspring  of  these  dogs  are  still  easing  the
inbreeding levels of the population 14 years later.

Other ways to benefit from multiple crosses would be for
example by using the information of those relationship-wise
distinct  clusters  discussed earlier in part  e),  and make an
inter-variety combination for several branches. After a few
generations of keeping these branches separate the genetic
divergence would be significant and would allow for some
very  heterogeneous  rotational  breeding.  The  additional
benefit  with  this  method  would  be  the  possibility  to
evaluate  each  combination  and  their  offspring  carefully
before implementing them into the whole population. For
example a genetic defect found suddenly in the descendants
of one of these combinations would not have been able to
taint a larger part of the population before discovery, and
there would still be plenty of other material to rely on.

In this  part  many of  the previously discussed methods of
conservation  have  come  together:  using  more  individuals
instead of more of one individual, selecting for lower mean
kinships, securing founder contributions and retentions, and
guiding blood from certain crossings into certain bloodlines.
Inter-variety  crosses  are  a  good   emergency  system,  but
they would be best used as more than just that. In addition
to these we eventually need to consider bigger moves again.
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g) Crossbreeding

The  final,  and  the  biggest  move  to  help  our  breed  is
crossbreeding. When most breeds were still very young and
the  differences  between  them  were  much  smaller,
outcrossing to another breed wasn't as big a deal it is now.
The  development  of  the  kennel  world  during  the  19 th

century  took  us  to  a  direction  where  what  started  as  a
middle-class hobby of showing and breeding dogs became a
very serious quest to “improve” groups of  dogs based on
breed standards.  Populations of  similar dogs were divided
into several breeds by country borders, and after a while, by
distinct looks which were desired for each breed to separate
them  from  others.  Everyone  knew  inbreeding  was  the
fastest way to “set the type” - make the dogs look the same.
We  were  taught  to  admire  purebred  stock  and  long,
prestigious  pedigrees  with  fancy  linebreeding  to  famous
dogs.  But  time  for  a  change  is  coming  again,  as  due  to
decades  of  inbreeding  so  many  breeds  are  in  a  similar
situation as the Dutch Shepherd. Everywhere in the world
awareness  is  rising:  we cannot  continue like this.  For  the
long-term survival of our breed – and many other breeds –
crossbreeding will eventually have to happen again.

We  already  talked  about  selecting  the  individuals  for  an
inter-variety combination in the previous part, and many of
the same rules apply here. Selecting an individual with a low
MK is  not as important if  only one outcross to this  other
breed  is  intended.  If  we'd  be  talking  about  several  or
continuous crosses – for example to Belgian Tervueren – it
would  be  mandatory  to  study  pedigrees  for  maximum
diversity.  Again  it  would  be  extremely  important  to  use
several generation F1 dogs for breeding, maybe even more

important than it is with an inter-variety combination. The
last time a cross with another breed was performed for the
longhaired Dutch Shepherd, less than 20% of the diversity in
this  Belgian  Shepherd  was  delivered  forward  through
generations. This is because of the very limited number of
effective first generation descendants.

The problem of ineffective crossbreeding is not a rarity. For
example in the Norwegian Lundehund, a breed famous for
its troubled situation, the use of a few crossbred Lundehund
in  the  60's  did  little  to  help  the  breed  on  the  long  run;
already after a few generations gene diversity was already
eroding again, and no long-term results were achieved at all.
It  has  been  stated  that  reason  for  this  was  the  rigorous
backcrossing together with strong selection for the correct
Lundehund  “look”  (Pfahler  and  Distl  2015).  Crossing  to
another breed is a big step, and it is natural we would want
to have our dogs look like purebred Dutch Shepherds again
as  soon  as  possible.  However,  since  the  reason  for  a
crossbreeding is  usually  to  increase diversity,  we must be
able to set the details of outwards appearance aside at least
for the first few generations, and concentrate on handling
the genetic  variability  part  right.  It  is  true  as  well  that  a
more diverse breed naturally has more diverse looks, and it
would  be  better  if  they  were  all  embraced  as  parts  of
natural  variety.  Just  look at  the photos  of  the foundation
dogs in the first chapter!

Choosing  the  breed  for  a  cross-breeding  project  can  be
difficult.  Nobody wants  to  bring new genetic  defects  into
their breed, and every other breed always seems to carry
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some new big problem. It is 100% sure some compromises
have to be made with the selection of  the breed, but of
course  as  few  as  possible  should  be  related  to  health.
Genetic  testing or knowledge of  the heritability of  breed-
specific health problems can help with this. Similar origins
are important too, since we probably don't want to have the
hunting  instinct  of  an  elkhound  in  our  herding  dogs,  for
example. As far as looks go especially color and coat are very
easily fixed, whereas body type or the right expression can
take a bit longer. 

One more thing to consider is the genetic diversity of the
other breed; if we outcross to a heavily inbred population
we  will  have  both  parents  contributing  a  very  limited
amount of diverse gene variants to their offspring. The first
generation  will  still  have  “hybrid  vigor”  due  to  heterosis
(most alleles will be heterogeneous), but there will be less
diverse  material  left  for  the  following  generations.  With
more diversity the crossbreeding will be more useful in the
long run. This is exactly the same in inter-variety crossings,
where we need parents as  diverse as  possible for diverse
following generations.

Starting up a well-planned crossbreeding project is not for
everyone,  but  neither  is  it  a  one-man  job  –  in  an  ideal
situation  there  would  be  several  parallel  crossbreeding
projects  with  different  breeds.  This  would  require  an
enormous  amount  of  effort,  interaction  with  breeders  of
several  different  breeds,  and the will  to research another
breed as thoroughly as possible. 

We'll finish this article by using an open mind and exploring
some more or less crazy crossbreeding options. I have tried
to  comment  each  breed  on  their  origin,  temperament,
health  and  outwards  appearance.  While  browsing,  it  is
worth pondering which of them could actually improve the
things our own breed is lacking in. For example, we tend to
have some dogs too tall, so using a little bit smaller breed
could  give  us  some  time  to  concentrate  on  other  things
before having to think of size again. Some other breed could
bring  for  example  flatter  skulls,  better  rear  ends  or
beneficial  traits  in  character,  like more work ethic  or  less
sensitivity to loud noises.

Examples of weighing different aspects of other breeds:

Belgian Shepherd, Tervueren/Groenendael
* A natural choice due to common origins
* Breed-specific health problems i.e. HC, epilepsy
* Big differences in working and show line dogs
* Generally can be of higher temperament
* A larger size and often a square build
* Coat very similar, both colors easy to manage with DS

Pyrenean Sheepdog, shorthaired
* A diverse breed with similar origins
* Breed-specific health problems i.e. CEA, HD
* Very quick and energetic shepherd temperament
* Typically can be more suspicious of strangers

* Clearly smaller size and different ear type, shorter nose
* Genetically longhaired, also comes in brindle

Australian Kelpie
* A diverse breed with a shepherding background
* Various health problems, but none are widespread
* High temperament, intelligent, very energetic
* Successful sports dog, typically hardworking
* Smaller size, correct rectangle shepherd body type
* Can carry various, but easy-to-manage colors

Lapponian Herder
* Still a diverse breed with an open studbook
* Breed-specific health problems i.e. HC, PRA
* Medium-built farm dog, no extreme temperament
* Can still perform in dog sports as well
* Smaller size, correct rectangle shepherd body type
* Some individuals carry longhair, most colors recessive

Border Collie
* Very large breed with a lot of diversity
* Breed-specific health problems i.e. CEA, OCD
* Intelligent, quick and successful in most dog sports
* A different type of shepherding behaviour
* Smaller size, similar shepherd type, various ear types
* Right coat type, can carry a plethora of colors

X-Dutch Shepherd
* Highly diverse, closest to the “landrace”
* Less official health data of bloodlines available
* Might have too serious working temperament for most
* Has already been used with the shorthair successfully
* Usually larger in size than FCI Dutch Shepherds
* Some individuals carry longhair, correct color

There is no right answer to “what breed should be picked”,
because so many different breeds could bring the breed a
little bit of something we want to have, or something we
might have lost during the years. Instead of trying to find a
breed that is extremely similar to ours now, we should think
of the ideal  Dutch Shepherd behind breed standards  and
decades of  inbreeding,  and figure out which breeds have
some of  those same qualities  left.  Most shepherd breeds
started out as a similar type of dog as the Dutch Shepherd,
and this is why they still share that same, durable shepherd
type  today.  Each  of  them  has  developed  into  their  own
direction, and each of them have probably lost something
different  while  breeders  have  been  focusing  on  other
aspects in bettering their breed.

But  who  says  the  longhaired  Dutch  Shepherd  has  lost
anything during the years, isn't the breed exactly like it was
supposed to be? Well,  it's all  in the genes, and I think by
now you'll  know the answer to how many of those we've
lost! Which breed would you use? Which breed could get
some of their earlier, possibly better good qualities back if a
Dutch Shepherd was crossed into them instead? Remember
to think further than what can be seen on the outside!
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